A CALL FOR RESEARCHERS

by:
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The recently held Division Write shop on the Preparation of Research Proposals (Batch 1) was exhausting. Exhausting because the participants were asked to construct a title for a research proposal and of course it is to be completed and submitted. As the assigned Research Coordinator of your school, this may be a tough job since what have learned from seminars and workshop should be echoed to the teachers in the school thru LAC session and by the write shop conducted, the research coordinators are now expected to complete an action or applied research.

The task given to the school researchers may be hard but this may be a call for them to be more productive. A call that makes the researchers realize the conduct of seminars and workshops are serious things which also to be taken seriously.

When asked what comes to my mind when I hear the word research, I promptly answered, “Problem”. This may be a negative term but that’s the reason why we need to conduct a research, to give solution, to create intervention and to construct innovation to an existing problem.

Researchers now need to be more observant and analytic to come up with a better research whether action or applied.
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